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U mobile prepaid unlimited data plan

Enjoying this lite version of cat goes fishing, but want more? Find us on Steam and play the full version! Improve your stick with different benefits, find powerful fishing gear, and walk on the sea in your own boat! Start on an island with nothing more than a basic stalk. Progress in a master fisherman-wielding sea stools for cat radar's biggest and most fearsome fish! Each fish has unique behaviors that you
will learn to exploit as you update your stick on your quest to discover what lies in the dark depths. Supported Android {2.3 and UP} supported Android versions:- Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0-4.0.4) - Jelly Bean (4.1-4.3.1) - KitKat (4.4-4.4.4) - Lollipop (5.5.5.) 4 -5.0.2) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1) - Nougat (7.0 - 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) U Mobile has just announced its new Unlimited Funz Prepaid. The plan offers
free unlimited data not just for social but also for gaming and messaging. The unlimited Funz Pack starter kit costs RM10 and it is preloaded with RM6 of credit with a validity of 5 days. The SIM pack also comes with 200MB of high-speed data and 1GB of basic throttle internet. You can enjoy free on-net calls for the rest of the day after spending RM1 from your main credit balance. Free unlimited data is
applicable to PUBG, MLBB, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, WhatsApp, WeChat, Facebook Messenger, IMO and Viber. According to FAQ, free unlimited data is applicable for the app and the web but it requires a one-time minimum top-up of RM10 to activate it. You still need to be active by topping up to continue enjoying free unlimited data. If you need to make a call, they are charged at RM0.15 per 30
seconds, while SMS is charged at every 12 sen. To stay active, every RM1 top up is equal to 1 day of the active period. If you're interested, you can buy a SIM pack with a RM30 top-up bundle from U Mobile's online store. Existing U mobile prepaid customers can switch by dialing * 118 * 6 * 2 * 3 # or by sending MiG Unlimited by SMS on 28118. Note that there is a fee of RM3 to switch to an unlimited fuzz
prepaid plan. For more information, you can check u mobile's prepaid page. Yu Mobile has just refreshed its prepaid offer with its new unlimited power prepaid plan. New prepaid features app ONZ that gives you free unlimited data to access Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. For existing U Mobile Power prepaid users, you can also enjoy the app ones but only if you jump into this new plan. Is it worth
making the switch? We compare both new and old Power prepaid plans for your easy reference. In the last U Mobile Power Prepaid, you get 1GB of high-speed data plus 2GB of basic internet (throttle) every month, as long as you top the minimum RM10. With the new unlimited power plan, you get unlimited data for their supported social apps (Facebook/Twitter/Instagram) that are usable throughout the
day. Unfortunately, you High speed data will lose on and free basic internet has just been cut down If you use these social apps a lot, the new unlimited plan should provide better value. However, lightweight users may find free 1GB high-speed data attractive as you are free to use it with any app on your phone. When the plan was introduced, it looks like a direct response to Xpax's new #NoKelentong
prepaid offer that comes with 10GB of Facebook data. For more data, both prepaid options offer the same UMI data add-ons. Triple data quota promotion has been extended until April 30, 2017 but this is applicable only for UMI 30 and UMI 50. For RM30/month, you get 7.5GB of high-speed data, 2.5GB video-ons, unlimited video-ons and 30-minute voice calls on all networks. SEE ALSO: There is a
cheaper Realme C15 version and you can buy it for RM469 If you make lots of voice calls and SMS, the new unlimited power costs more on 12 Sen/30 seconds and 12 sen per SMS. As a comparison, the existing Power prepaid plan charges just 7 sen/30 seconds and 8 sen per SMS. Even free monthly calls within U Mobile have been reduced from 450 minutes a month to just 300 minutes. Note that free
calls are split by the day, so you're getting just 10 minutes of free calls daily. Remember that to be eligible for monthly free data and calls you'll have to top up the minimum RM10. Since you need to keep your account valid, you'll need to do at least RM30/month up to enjoy free throughout the month. Both starter packs cost the same at RM8.50 and they come with RM5 of credit that is valid for 10 days.
Upon activation, you'll get 200MB high-speed data and 100 minutes of calls within the U mobile network. To switch from Power Prepaid to new unlimited power prepaid, you can dial *118*6*2*3# or MG Power SMS to 28118. The new plan will cost RM3 to migrate and your active validity will be reset in 10 days. Your current credit balance will be exhausted but you will lose all your free and extra validity. You
can learn about the new unlimited power prepaid over here. What do you think of the new unlimited Power Prepaid plan? Will you switch from existing power prepaid? Let us know in the comments below. A. General This Unlimited FUNZ Prepaid Plan Promotion (Promotion) is available from 25 July 2019 (effective date) unless withdrawn by U Mobile. This plan is provided as per u mobile prepaid terms and
conditions. You must comply with the terms and conditions that include relevant service statements, privacy notices and these terms and conditions (collectively, the Terms). We retain the right to modify or otherwise change these Terms, including charges, without notice to you. This overrides any requirement where we may have to give you notice in other parts of our agreement with you. The maximum
daily fee for on-net calls is RM1.00, after which, all on-net calls made will be free for the rest of the day (free calls). If you make an on-net call during the duration of your free call The block is based on 30 seconds. For clarity, on-net means call: built only within U Mobile's network within Malaysia; Not on the network of any other telecom provider; and exclude calls on video calls, IDD, International Roaming,
Voicemail (1311) or special numbers/premium numbers that will be subject to the following rates: No. Type of call rate applicable i. Voicemail RM0.18 per call ii. Any calls made on roaming based on rates imposed by roaming operators of current U mobile. 1300 RM0.30/ 1-600-85-8888 (AirAsia) RM1.95/min v. 1800 free VI. Video call to U Mobile: RM 0.15 /30 sec for other networks: RM0.30/60 seconds call
made to special/premium number not listed above is subject to the rates specified by the recipient unit. You are advised to check the rates applicable to the recipient unit's website before placing any calls. The lifecycle of the plan comes with an active duration of 5 days (active duration) and 60 days of idle duration (idle duration): during idle period, you can not access any service including accessing the
Internet, making outgoing calls and SMS but you can receive incoming calls and SMS; If you do not top up within the inactive period, your account will automatically terminate without any further notice; And the validity of your active period depends on the amount you make up. For example: If you don't top up on the activation of the plan, your active duration will be 5 days; At any time, for every RM1.00 you
top up, your active duration will be 1 day. However: if you top RM1.00 when the plan is active, the current active period under the plan i.e. 5 days apply (long active period applies); And if you top up RM10.00, your active duration will be 10 days. You need to ensure that your account is active in the tenure of your plan to enjoy all the benefits under promotion. Active means able to make and receive calls.
Unless explicitly stated, this promotion cannot be combined with any other offer. B. You can enjoy free calls for the rest of the day after rm1.00 is deducted from your main credit balance for on-net calls made within a single day during free you mobile to you mobile voice calls. For clarity, the calculation for the RM1.00 fee for net calls on will start from 0:00:01 until 11:59:59 of the same day. In those days
when you use less than RM1.00 on on-net calls, all on-net calls will be charged based on our prevailing voice call rate. If you are entitled to a free call and have free minutes or credits from other promotions or service, the on-net call quota will be used in the following order: free minutes or credits provided from other promotions or service; And free calls. For clarity, if you have RM0.50 free credit from any of
our top up promotions, your on-net call charges will be deducted from the free credit first and then the free call. Free calls are non-transferable in any way Person, unit or any other prepaid account. You won't be able to carry forward any unused free call quotas. The free call quota will be reset every day at 00:00:00 and you will be able to enjoy the next day's free call after the net call at RM1.00 has been
deducted from the main credit balance. C. Switch plan existing U mobile prepaid customers are allowed to switch to plan from an effective date. On each successful switch, the switching fee of RM3.00 will be deducted from your account. However, after switching to the plan, you are only allowed to switch back to an unlimited power prepaid plan. You are not allowed to switch plans during idle period.
Please do a top-up to reactivate your account before switching plans. All your current frees or subscriptions will be forfeited when you switch a successful plan except your credit balance to your account. After each successful switch, your account's active duration will be reset to 5 days of the active period and 60 days of idle duration, regardless of what type of prepaid plan you switch from. Free internet you
must ensure that your account is activated to enjoy free internet. The free Internet quota provided is non-transferable either to another person, entity or another customer's prepaid account. Unused quotas of free Internet will not be pursued. Free internet can only be used domestically (within Malaysia only) and cannot be used for internet roaming use when abroad. You will be charged Internet roaming
usage based on internet roaming rates levied by u mobile roaming operators. Free Internet Free on Activation 200MB will be credited to your account immediately on successful activation of high speed internet plan. An SMS notification will be sent to you that free 200MB internet is credited to your account. The free 200MB is valid for 5 days from the internet activation date. On expiry of the 5-day period,
any unused Internet quotas will be forfeited. Free 200MB internet is non-transferable to other U mobile customers. Free unlimited data for social, message and gaming apps You will receive free unlimited data (free unlimited data) on using data for data for (app and web) notified from time to time by PUBG Mobile and other games like FACEBOOK, Instagram, Twitter, WhatsApp, WeChat, IMO, Viber,
Facebook Messenger, mobile games such as PUBG Mobile and other games. Free unlimited data will be immediately credited to your account on your first top-up of a minimum amount of RM10.00 and above. Free is not applicable for unlimited data: browsing/browsing of external links. any data used for Internet or content access (such as advertising and web analytic tools) in addition to apps; access to
any third party website or mobile app through the app and the web; And while using you are on roaming outside Malaysia. If you use data on the move Standard roaming charges provided on apply. For gaming apps of the app and web, you can only use free unlimited data through smartphones and not: other tools including MiFi and USB dongles; or through mobile tethering or hotspot. U Mobile may change
the device's requirement to plan based on your discretion from time to time. Free unlimited data for mobile game applications does not apply to the data used to download mobile game updates. You have to make sure your account is active to enjoy unlimited data for free. Free unlimited data is non-transferable to other U mobile customers. We will only try to access your free unlimited data when you
access the content of the app and the web. However, there may be instances when your data quota can be used unintentionally, even when you're accessing the app and the web instead of your free unlimited data. This may be due to technical issues such as remembering incorrect IP addresses by third parties or for a variety of reasons such as white inventory or changing or updating your IP addresses
and URLs without giving enough notice to update our system due to the app and web provider. You agree to accept the possibility of these examples and not hold us liable. You acknowledge that U Mobile has no control over the app and the web nor the provision of content by app and web. U Mobile does not warrant and does not specifically guarantee the currency, accuracy, authenticity, availability or
security of such App and web nor content, and we reject all liability. You agree that U Mobile generally does not and does not need to monitor app and web content. Nevertheless, we reserved the right to restrict access to any app and web content at any time, if technically possible, if we believe it is necessary to prevent any violation of applicable laws or regulations. Free Basic Internet This plan comes
with free basic Internet on activation. As long as your account is active, you'll enjoy free basic internet. However, if your account isn't active, free basic Internet will be suspended until your account status is activated. Free basic internet access is subject to limited speeds of up to 64kbps and up to 1GB per month. The free basic Internet quota will be reset at every 1 of the month and a new Internet quota will
be credited to your account. Version Date: 13 February 2020 2020
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